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Contractive Difference Schemes for Symmetric

Hyperbolic Systems

By Philip Brenner and Vidar Thomee

Abstract. Consider the initial-value problem for a constant-coefficient symmetric

hyperbolic system with initial-values vanishing in a half-space. Consider also a finite

difference operator consistent with the system. Conditions are given in terms of the orders

of dissipation and accuracy which ensure that the solution of the discrete problem tends to

zero exponentially with the mesh-width in half-spaces where the solution of the continuous

problem vanishes.

1. Introduction.   Consider the Cauchy problem

• «  ,x du        4^    ^    du .    .
(LI) 17 = 2w ^r •        f > °-

at        ,»!        0Xj

(1.2) u(x, 0) = v(x),

where A,- are constant hermitian N X N matrices and u and v are TV-vector valued

functions. As is well known, this problem is correctly posed in L2. If v = 3v denotes

the Fourier transform on L2 normalized to coincide for v £ Lx with

fi({) =   Í   o(x) exp i-i(x, £» dx,        (x, 5) =  ¿ *,!„
JRd Í-1

then the solution operator corresponding to (1.1), (1.2) can be written as

iEit)v)ix) = uix, t) = JT^exp (ffPC0)9b).

where P(£) = 2í-i ^/?<- The correctness in L2 is then a consequence of the fact that

exp (itP(O) is a unitary matrix for real £ and t > 0.

An important feature of the solution operator is that the value uix, t) at the point

(x, t) of the solution only depends on the initial-values v on a compact set and that

the values of these initial-values on a compact set on t — 0 only influence u =■ E(t)v

on a corresponding compact set for fixed positive t. More precisely, if for an arbitrary

hermitian N X N matrix A we let Xmin(^) denote its minimal eigenvalue, we have

the following well-known result (cf., e.g. Lax [11]).

Theorem 1.1. Ifv G L2 vanishes for (x, r¡) > K, then uix, 0 = 0 a.e.for (x, y) +

A„,in (P(v)) > K.
Proof. The essential part of the argument is that of the proof of the Paley-Wiener

theorem. To emphasize the connections with the subsequent analysis, we give some
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206 PHILIP BRENNER AND VIDAR THOMÉE

of the details. We first prove the following lemma. Here and below, | • | denotes

euclidean length and matrix norm and (• , •) the corresponding inner product.

Lemma 1.1. For any real t, £, and r¡, we have

|exp («P(J + ir,))\ ^ exp i-t\miÁP(v)))-

Proof. Let v be an arbitrary JV-vector. Then, u(t) = exp (itP(£ + /ij))u is the

solution of the following initial-value problem, namely,

% = fP(f)n - Piv)u,       t > 0,       «(0) = v.
dt

We hence obtain

>--2Re(f,„)

= 2 Re [i(P(&u, u) - iPiV)u, «)] =  -2iPiv)u, u),

since PiQ and P(r¡) are hermitian. It follows that

jt |«|a =§ -2Xmin(P(r,))|«|2,

or, taking into account the initial condition,

\uit)\2 g exp(-2iÂmin(P(7,)))M2,

which clearly proves the result.

We can now complete the proof of the theorem. By a trivial transformation of

variables, it is sufficient to consider the case K = 0. For any r¡, we have

e(ar'"Eit)v = íT'íexp (W>ß + fij))3:(e<*,,>»)).

It therefore follows by ParsevaPs relation and Lemma 1.1, for 5 > 0,

11exp isi(x, „> + t\miniPiv))))Eit)v\\2 g |k,<*,,o||1 g |M|,.

(We denote the norm on £„(1^) by 11 • | |p.) If E{l)v did not vanish a.e. when (x, i?) +

/Xmin CP(i?)) > 0, then we would obtain a contradiction by letting s —» œ.

We shall consider explicit difference operators

£»£>(*) = X) aflüC* + |3A)>

where h is a (small) positive number, ß = (ßu ••■ , ßd) are multi-integers, aß are

constant N X N matrices, and the summation is over a finite set of ß. Introducing the

symbol of Ek, Ê(Ç) = ^„ aß exp (i(ß, £)), we can write

Ekv = £F_1(Ä(Af)SF»).

The operator 2¿A is consistent with (1.1) if

ÊiO = exp (ÍP(0 + o(|£D)        as { -»• 0,

and accurate of order v if

Ä(f) = exp UPS) + Oi\í\'*'))        as ? -» 0.
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We have chosen here to take the time step equal to the mesh-width in space which

is clearly no restriction of generality since, in the general case, this can be accomplished

by a change of scale in t.

For / = nh, we may introduce

E„it)v = Elv= $-\ÊihtYSv),

and it is obvious, by the definition of Eh(t), that the following analogue of Theorem

1.1 holds, namely: If v = 0 for (x, y) > 0, then Eh(i)v(x) = 0 for

(1.3) (x, r¡) + t min (13, 77) > 0.

If Ek is consistent with (1.1) and stable in L2 which latter property is equivalent

to the uniform boundedness of the set of matrices Ê(Çf for real £ and positive n, then

it is well known that for any positive t and v £ L2,

lim    \\Ekit)v- Eit)v\\2 - 0.
A-.0; »A-1

Consequently, if v = 0 for (x, 17) > 0, then by Theorem 1.1,

(1.4) lim    \\x,.tEkit)v\\2 = 0,
»-•0; nk-t

where x,.i is the characteristic function of the half-space

(1.5) (x,r,) + t\miniPiv))>0.

This is, in a certain sense, a stronger statement than the above. In fact, by con-

sistency and stability in L2 (actually one only has to assume weak stability, i.e.

P0(i-)) Ú 1 where p(A) denotes the spectral radius of A), one may conclude the

Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition

min (ß, v) á KiÁPiv)),

(cf. [11] or [15]) so that (1.3) implies (1.5).
We shall be concerned with a stronger property than the above, namely, when

the decay in (1.4) is exponential. Thus let, for /, S positive and ij a real iV-vector,

x,,t.a be the characteristic function of the half-space {x; (x, y) + t\min (P(i?)) à 5}.

We shall say that Ek is contractive with respect to r¡ if for given positive t, S there

are positive constants 7 and n0 such that for v bounded and vanishing for (x, v) > 0,

\\x,.t.sEkit)v\\a ^ exp i—yn) \\v\\m,        nh = t,    ne «o-

We shall be able to prove below the following characterization of contractive dif-

ference operators.

Theorem 1.2. Assume that p(Ê(Q) ^ 1. Then Ek is contractive with respect to

t? // and only if

(1.6) sup piÊQ + isV)) á exp i-s\miuiPit])) + ois))       ass-+0,s> 0.

In order to find criteria for this condition to be satisfied, and also to obtain more

precise estimates, we shall introduce the following concept. For p > 1, r > 1, we

say that Ek is strongly dissipative-contractive of orders (p, t) if there are positive
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constants c, C with the property that for any £ £ Q = {£; ||(| ^ jr, j = I, ■■ ■ ,d\

there is a hermitian matrix H(£) such that for £ £ (9 and 77 £ i?á,

(1.7) C-1!^ HiOÚCI,

\Ê(£ + íij)U({) á exp C—«Kl* - XminWu)) + C\V\T).

Here, for any N X N matrices A and i/ with H positive definite, we have denoted

by \A\B the matrix norm of A induced by the vector norm (//«, u)1/2. Obviously, if

Ek is strongly dissipative-contractive, it follows by Theorem 1.2 that Ek is contractive

with respect to any 77. We shall prove the following more precise estimate.

Theorem 1.3. Let 1 ^ p ^ °° and assume that Ek is strongly dissipative-contractive

of orders (p, t). Then, there are positive constants c and C such that for any 77 with

|ij| = 1 and any u £ LP with v = Ofor (x, 77) > 0, we have

(1.8) ||x,.i.A0WI, è cV<1-I/u,|1/2-1/'" exp (-«i«:/,r-1,)||p||, ,

where 5, = 5f \

The proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 will be given in Section 3 below. In Section

4, we then give criteria for difference operators to be dissipative-contractive based

on the behavior of Ê(£) for real £ and relating the order of contractivity to the orders

of dissipation and accuracy. In particular, it will be proved that if Ek has hermitian

coefficients, is dissipative of order p, and accurate of order p — I, then Ek is strongly

dissipative-contractive of orders (p, p). In the case of strictly hyperbolic systems, we

shall obtain orders (p, \p) under the reduced requirement of order of accuracy ju — 2.

The technical work in Sections 3 and 4 is preceded by Section 2 where a number of

matrix lemmas are collected.

Contractive difference operators were first discussed by Kreiss and Lundqvist

[10] who used a similar notion in studying the domain of influence of "wrong"

boundary values in the case of scalar one-dimensional problems. These results were

generalized to the case of hyperbolic systems in more dimensions by Osher [12].

Again, for scalar equations and one space variable, Apelkrans [1] used analogous

techniques to study the propagation of jump discontinuities in the initial-values.

That same problem had also been attacked previously by Hedstrom [7] who obtained

very precise estimates by using refined methods for apraising the coefficients in E\.

In a subsequent paper [3], we show how these results can be obtained directly by

the methods of the present paper and how these techniques can be used to treat more

general discontinuities. In particular, it is then possible to improve the estimate (1.8)

in some cases by deleting the power of n in front of the exponential. Two reasons why

these results are difficult to generalize to systems are that the operators Eh and Eit)

in general do not commute and that Eit) is bounded only in L2 and not in Lv, p 9e 2.

2. Some Matrix Lemmas. In this section, we collect some lemmas on N X N

matrices most of which are well known and can be found elsewhere.

Lemma 2.1. Given N, there is a constant C such that for any N X N matrix A with

spectral radius p,

p" ú\A'\é CP"-N+1in\A\f-\

In particular,

p = lim \An\Un.
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Proof. See e.g. [14, Lemma 3.2].
We shall need the following version of Carlson's inequality. This has been used

previously in connection with difference schemes in [2], [3] (cf. also [5], [6]).

Lemma 2.2. Given k > d/2 and N. Then, there is a constant C such that for all

N X N matrix trigonometric polynomials A(Q = £0 aßei(ß,° the following inequality

is valid, namely,

Ekl è C\\A\ffit9)\\A\\ïtt?.ß

where \\A\\W,H0) = (£laíit ||Z)M||i,(Q))1/2.

Proof. Since all norms for N X N matrices are equivalent, one easily finds that

it is sufficient to prove the inequality for N = 1. By Parseval's relation,

a = (¿ £ l0fl*,r")I/
\i-0    ß I

is equivalent to the norm in W\(Q). Setting A'¡ — (£^0 |/3|2'|a^|2)1/2; we obtain by

Schwarz' inequality

£ l«il ̂      £     \aß\ +   E   Wß\
0*0 O<|0ISù> I|3|>ü>

^ c{U e mT + c e \ßrk e m2kM2Y2
\\ ß*0 I l/S|£ia ß 1

^ C{o>d/2 A0 + oZ/2'k A'k).

Consequently, choosing w = (Ak/Aá)1/k, we obtain

E l«íl ^ CiA'kY,2\A'Zf-ink ^CAá>2kA\-i,2k.
ß*0

Since

¿ CA0 ^ CAdk/2kA\-d/2k,\a0\ = i2xTd   f  AiO dk
\JQ

the proof is complete.

The following is the version in which we shall use Lemma 2.2. Here and below, we

denote the operator norm of a linear operator in Lv(Rd) by 11 • | \p.

Lemma 2.3. If the difference operator Ek has the symbol Ê, we have, for nh = /,

ll&oil.á cnd/2\\Êr-d\\L,i0).

Proof. Setting Ehit)vix) = Elv{x) = Ei anßv(x + ßh), we have

\\Ekio\u = E k*l •
ß

Therefore, if we apply Lemma 2.2 with k = d to the symbol !?(£)" of Eh(t) and notice

that |\Ên\\w.hq) Ú Cn"\\Êtt~d\\L,(Q), the result follows.

For a. NX ./V matrix A = (ajk), we shall denote by A0 the diagonal matrix (5¡ka¡k).

Further, we shall denote by sp A the set of eigenvalues of A, counting multiple eigen-

values the appropriate number of times. A statement like sp A = sp B + o( ¿) as

e —> 0 will mean that one can number the eigenvalues X ¡(A) and X ¡(B) in sp A and

sp B in such a way that \¡(A) = X,(#) + o(e) as e —> 0 for j = 1, • • • , N. We shall
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formulate three lemmas where this notation will be used, the first of which is the well-

known Gerschgorin theorem.

Lemma 2.4. Let A = (aik)be a N X N matrix and let T ¡ be the disk in the complex

plane with center a¡¡ andradius p, = £**, \aik\. Then, sp A C \J?-i T,. Moreover, if

the union T afp of the disks is disjoint from the remaining N — p disks, then T contains

exactly p of the eigenvalues of A, counting multiplicities.

Proof. See e.g. [4].

Lemma 2.5. Let D be a diagonal matrix with distinct diagonal elements and let

\ < a < 1. IfF. = D + 0(ea) when e -> 0, then

sp Fc = sp (F«)0 + o(e)        as e 0.

Proof. Evidently, sp F, = sp D + oil) as e —> 0. We shall have to prove that the

eigenvalue X,(e) of Ft for which X,(e) = d¡ + o(l) when e —> 0 actually has the form

A;(«) = (/«),-,■ + oie)        as e 0.

By permuting rows and columns, we find that we may restrict ourselves to consider

the case j — I. Let Pt be the diagonal matrix with diagonal(l,\/e, • • • ,yje). Then,

sp F, = sp iPcF,P:1)    and    P.F^1 =
(/.)n

Me)

o(l)

D2 + oil))

as e 0,

where D2 is the diagonal matrix with diagonal (d2, ■ ■ ■ , dN). The result now follows by

Lemma 2.4, since for small e the disk corresponding to the upper left-hand element is

distinct from the remaining disks.

Lemma 2.6. Let D be the diagonal matrix diag (du ■ ■ • , dN) and let Q = (qik) have

the property that qik = 0 when d¡ = dk. IfF( = D + tQ+ o(e)as e—> 0, then sp Ft =

sp (F,)o + o( e) as e —» 0.

Proof. Consider an eigenvalue d¡ of D and assume that it has multiplicity p. As
before, we may assume that

F, =

0

0

D,

+ e
ßn

Lßü!

Ö!2

Ö22

+ oit)        as e —> 0,

where D¡ has the diagonal (dt, ■ ■ • , dt) with p elements, D2 has the diagonal

(dp+i, • • • , dN) and ßu is diagonal. Analogously to above, let Pe be the diagonal

matrix with the p first diagonal elements 1 and the remaining diagonal elements \/ e.

We then have

P<Ftp-tl =
D1 + eßn + o(e) o(l)

o(e) D2 + oil)}

as e 0,

from which the result again follows by Lemma 2.4.

We conclude this section with a version of the well-known Kreiss stability theorem.

For aNX N matrix A, we denote by A(vl) the maximum of the real parts of the eigen-

values of A and set Re A = %(A + A*).

Lemma 2.7. Assume that F(£) has the property that

sup |exp (/F(£))| g C,
(>0

££ a.
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for some set 0 C Ri- Then, A(F(£)) i» 0/or £ £ Q and there is a positive constant Cx

and for any £ £ ti a hermitian matrix J7(£) such that

C^I è Hi® =g CJ       and       Re (ff(£)F(£)) Ú |A(F(£))//(£).

Proof. See [8], [14].

3. Proofs of the Main Results. In this section, we shall prove Theorems 1.2 and

1.3. We begin with a lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Ek is contractive with respect to 77 if and only if for any positive h andt

there are positive y and n0 such that for nh = t, n 2: n0,

(3.1) £ \anß\ g exp i-yn),
-A(0,i)) + lXn,¡„(P(i|))6S

where as in Lemma 2.3, the a„ß denote the coefficients in Ek(t).

Proof. Assume that the condition is satisfied and that v is bounded and vanishes

for (x, r¡) > 0. We obtain

(3.2) \Ekit)vix)\ g |M|„      £      \anß\ .

Hence, if x is such that (x, r¡) + /Xm ¡ n(P(r))) è 5 this implies for n ^ n0,

\E„it)vix)\ è £ \anß\ ú exp i~yn),
-»(ß.t)+ix»u(P(»))*i

so that Ek is contractive.

On the other hand, assume that Ek is contractive with respect to 77 and let ô, t be

positive and x satisfy {x, 77) + /Xmin(F(Tj)) = 5. Clearly, it is possible to choose v with

||f |L = 1 vanishing for {x, 77) > 0 such that we have equality in (3.2). But this then

proves (3.1).
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We shall first prove that if Ek is contractive with respect to

7) with 1771 = 1 then (1.6) holds. We have, by the triangle inequality for s > 0,

(3.3) exp in\miniPisV))) \Ê(£ + tsr,)"\ g  £ |a„,| exp i~s(ß, 7,) + nsX^iPir,))).
ß

Let B = maxa^o \ß\ and Bx = B+ £,• \A¡\. Then, anß = 0 for \ß\ > Bn and hence

for — {ß, 77) + n\miniPiv)) > #i«. Let now S > 0 be arbitrary. We obtain by Lemma

3.1,

(3.4) £ \anß\ exp i-s(ß, 77) + nsXmin(P(77))) g exp MB.s -y))gl,

for b ^ «1, s I î, = y/Bi. On the other hand, by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3, we obtain

for nh = 1,

£ ki>| exp i-s{ß, 77) + ns\miDiPiv)))
Í3   S") -*(/».í> + «Amin(P(n))Sí

á exp isôh-1) £ \anß\ ^ CnN-1+d/2 exp isôn).
ß

Together, (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5) imply for s è s0,

|#(£ + isvY\ è CnN-1+d/2 exp i-ns\miniPiv)) + son).

The result now follows by Lemma 2.1 by taking nth roots and letting n tend to in-

finity.
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We shall now prove that, conversely, if |tj| = 1 and (1.6) is satisfied then Ek is

contractive with respect to 77. Let 5, t be positive and let s be positive and so small that

with 5, = 5/t,

(3.6) p(£(£ + ist,)) ^ exp i-s\miaiPiv)) + fc«,),       £ £ Q.

We then obtain with sk = s/h,

R¡ = ||x,.i.í-Ea(Oi>IL

g  11 exp iski(x, 77) + iXmiD(P(77)) - í))E»(0d|L

= exp isnKiÁPiv)) - nsSt) ||exp isk(x, v))Ekit)v\\„.

Introducing the operators

(3.7) Ek.nv = e^EAe-^v),

(3.8) Ek,,it) = El,,,       t = nh,

and noticing that EkfV has the symbol ¿?(£ -f ihr¡), we get

11 exp ish(x, ij»£»(/)d|L è \\Et,.„(t)\L ||exp (»»(*, i,»b|L

è  ||*..„(0II- IMI-.
since (x, 7j) is nonpositive when v is nonzero. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 and by (3.6),

we now obtain

IIIWOII- á CnN-"d/2piÊik + isr,Y-d)

¿ CnH-i+m exp (_„,xmin(P(77)) + ins8t),

so that

R, a- Cn"~1+d/2 exp (-*/»«,) ||o|L,

which proves our statement.

We shall now prove Theorem 1.3. The main step is in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2. If Ek is strongly dissipative-contractive of orders ip,r) and 1 5= p ^ <»,

then there is a constant C such that the operator Ek¡v defined in (3.7), (3.8) satisfies

(3.9) \\Ek.M\, ^ Cn'«-1'* |1/2-1/sl exp (-iX.,^,)) + Cf/T'hl')-

Proof. By assumption, we have for £ £ Q,

(3.10) |£(£ + iÄ7,)n| ^ C exp (-c«|£|" - nh\miaiPir,)) + CnftT|ij|T),

and hence,

\\Ei- + l*»riU.,a) á C«-d/2" exp (-iXmin(P(7,)) + Cth-'W).

The result for p = °°, therefore, follows by Lemma 2.3. For p = 2, (3.9) is an im-

mediate consequence of (3.10) since

||£».,(0Ha = sup|£(£+ ihr,)"\ .
£e=0

The statement for general p with 1 áp á  °° is now a consequence of the Riesz-

Thorin interpolation theorem.
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. We have for any s > 0,

Rs = \\x^t.sEkit)v\\P

á  11exp isi(x, r,) + <Xmin(P(7,)) - S))Ekit)v\\p,

and hence

Rs Û exp (5(fXmin(P(7,)) - 8)) \\Eh,,vit)\\p ||exp is(x, r,))v\\P.

Using the fact that v = 0 for (x, 77) > 0 and Lemma 3.2, we obtain

Rs =S Cn*"1-1"0 n/2-1/pl exp (-*5 + CtSrhT~l) \\v\\p.

The result now follows by choosing

(3.11) hs = H2C)-'5Z/nr'1).

4. Criteria for Strong Contractivity. In this section, we shall give sufficient con-

ditions for operators Ek to be strongly dissipative-contractive. We recall that Ek is

said to be dissipative of order p. if there is a positive c such that

p(£(£)) Ú exp i-c |£|"),       £ £ Q.

We shall assume that $(£) is nonsingular so that we may write ¿?(£) = exp F(£). By

continuity, this holds also in a neighborhood of the real line and F(£) is analytic near

the origin. We shall then introduce a somewhat stronger condition than dissipativity:

We say that Eh is strongly dissipative of order p if there are positive constants c, C

and for £ £ Q a hermitian matrix //(£) such that

(4.1) C"1/ g #(£) ^ C7,

(4.2) |ff(£) - /| ^ C|£r\

(4.3) Re (ff(£)F(£)) =g -c|£|".

We shall give below a number of conditions for operators to be strongly dissipative.

However, before we do so we shall see that this condition implies that of strong

dissipativity-contractivity.

Theorem 4.1. Assume that Eh is strongly dissipative of order p and accurate of order

v. Then, Ek is strongly dissipative-contractive of orders (p., t) where r = pip — v)'1.

Proof. Since Eh is explicit and r > 1, it is clearly sufficient to prove (1.7) for small

»7, 1771 Ú e, say. For such 77 and £ £ Q, we want to estimate for t = 1, exp (¿F(£ + ir¡))v

which is the solution of

du/dt = F(£ + 177)1/,        t > 0,        «(0) = v.

With RiO = F(£) - z"F(£), we have

F(£ + ¡v) - F(£) - P(t,) + ß(£, 77),

where g(£, 77) = i?(£ + z'77) — ./?(£). Since FA is accurate of order v, we have Ä(£) =

0(|£r+1) as £-> 0 and hence

0«. i) á C(|u| |£l' + M'+I).       hi è e.
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We find for U = (#(£)k, u) = \u\2H(() that

dU „ _, (du \
— = 2 Re I— , u)
dt \dt      /m()

= 2 Re (F(£)«, H)*«, - 2 Re (P(r?)«, «)H({) + 2 Re (Q(£, t?)«, «)ff({).

Now, by our definitions,

2 Re (F(£)M, u)Ba) g -2c|Ç|"£/,

-2 Re (P(r>)u, u)Ha) ú  -2iPiv)u, u) + C\r,\ \^~lU

^ [-2Xmin(P(7,)) + C|t,| |£r']C/.

Consequently,

^ á [-2c|£r - 2Xmin(P(77)) + Ci\V\ |£|' + M'+1)]U.

Since y < ft, we obtain

hl III' á e|£|" + C.\r,\T,        r = p/ip.- v),

and since v + 1 ^ r, we therefore have

^ =S [-c|£|* - 2Xmin(P(7,)) + C\v\']U,

or

U = |«|2m, g exp (-c|£|" - 2Xmin(P(7,)) + C\r,\*) |p|*<{>,

which clearly proves the theorem.

We shall first give a criterion for strong dissipativity in which the matrix i7(£) can

be chosen as the identity matrix. In this case, (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) reduce to

(4.4) Re F(£) g -c|£|"7.

Theorem 4.2. Assume that Ek is consistent, dissipative of order p and such thatÊ(£)

is a normal matrix. Then, Ek is strongly dissipative of order p.

Proof. By the spectral mapping theorem, we have

A(F(£)) Û -c|£|B,       £ £ Q,

and hence (4.4) follows by the normality of F(£).

We shall now give two results in which the construction of the matrix //"(£) in

(4.1), (4.2), (4.3) is the essential part of the proofs. These results and their proofs are

modelled after Parlett's proofs [13] of similar estimates of Kreiss [9]. In fact, our results

contain those previous results; it is quite easy to see that (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) imply, with

the same #(£),

|£(£)Uu, Ú exp (-c|£r),       £ £ Q.

In fact, this follows, as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, by noticing that.Ê(£)i; = (exp F(£))u

is the solution at t = 1 with initial-values v at t = 0 of the differential equation

du/dt = F(£)w.
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Theorem 4.3. Assume that Eh has hermitian coefficients, is dissipative of order p,

and accurate of order p — 1. Then, Eh is strongly dissipative of order p.

Proof. For any 5 > 0, we have for |£| > 5, £ £ Q, that p(Ê(£)) á y < 1 and hence

suP{|Ä(ö"| ; |£| > 3,££<2} < ».

With #(£) = exp F(£), this implies that

sup {|exp (iF(£))| ; |£| > 5,:£ £ Q, t > 0) < co,

and hence, by Lemma 2.7, there exist for these £ hermitian matrices #(£) such that

(4.1) holds and

Re (HiOFik)) Û -el.

Consequently, it remains only to consider a neighborhood of £ = 0.

Setting £ = ff£0, a = |£|, |£0| = 1, we have

(4.5) F(£) = ¿P(£) + P(£).

where ¿?(£) = £".„ a'R¡(^0). Notice that R^o) is hermitian. We shall consider

hermitian matrices H(Ç) of the form

(4.6) ff(£) = / + <r"_1iïo(£o).

For such i/(£) we have for tj = 0-770, |ij0| = 1,

Re iHWir,)) = Re {(/ + <r'-1ffo<&>))(i«rP(i7o) + <r"Ä.(ij0))} + o(0

= <t"£(£0, 770, <t),

where

(4.7) B(£0, 7,0) <r) = 5(£0, 770) + o(l)       as <r -> 0,

(4.8) B(£o, 770) = RM + Wo(j¡0)P(.rio) - F(7,0)ff0(£o)].

We shall prove that, for fixed £0, H0 = i/0(£o) can be chosen so that 2?(£0, £0) Û — 281

for some positive 5. If this is the case, then, by continuity, there are positive e(£0) and

<r(£0) such that 2?(£0, rj0, a) ^ —81 for a ^ ít(£o) and

(4.9) ho - fo| < eßo),

so that the same H(£) can be used for a whole cone with vertex at the origin. By com-

pactness, we can find a finite set of such £0 so that the corresponding subsets (4.9)

cover the unit sphere. Consequently, //(£) can be defined in such a way that for all

<y < co, |£o| = 1,

\HiO - I\ £ Cr""1,        Re (ff(£)F(f)) á -ÔV7.

It remains to prove that, for fixed £0, 2?(£0, £0) can be made negative definite by a

proper choice of Ha = H0(£0). Since the property of being negative definite is invari-

ant under unitary transformations, it is no restriction of generality to assume that

F(£o) is diagonal, F(£0) = D = diag (dlt ■■■ , dN), and that Rß = Rfa) = (/•„,,*)
has the property that rik = 0 when d¡ — dk. Hence, we want to prove that, given D and

Ru with these properties, we can find H0 hermitian such that B - R„ + %i(H0D — DH0)
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is negative definite. But clearly, Ha = (hjh) can be chosen so that B is diagonal;

we only have to take

2r
"ik =  .,. "''". -, .        d¡ ?¿ dk,

'(",- — dk)

= 0, d, = d„.

Since H0D — DH0 has zero diagonal elements, it remains to prove that the diagonal

elements of i?„ are negative.

By the assumption of dissipation, we know that for small a,

(4.10) A(F(£)) = ckiiD + cr""1^ + oia"'1)) ^ -co».

Setting e = o*~x, the assumptions in Lemma 2.6 are satisfied, and consequently, we

may conclude that the eigenvalues of F(£) are of the form

iadj + c%,í, + oi<j"),        as a —> 0.

But (4.10) then implies that the rMiíí are negative. This concludes the proof.

We recall that (1.1) is called strictly hyperbolic if the eigenvalues of F(£) are dis-

tinct for all real £ ^ 0.

Theorem 4.4. Assume that (1.1) is strictly hyperbolic, that Eh has hermitian coeffi-

cients, is dissipative of order p ^ 4 and accurate of order p — 2. Then, Eh is strongly

dissipative of order p.

Proof. This time, we have (4.5) where R(Ç) = £;.„_, ¿Rfa). Here i?M_i and R>
are skew-hermitian and hermitian, respectively. Setting again (4.6), we have now

Re (ff(£)F(7?)) = Re {(/ + a^Hoi^WaPi^) + <rB_1ÄM_1(t7o) + «r^Oío))} + o(<r")

= <r"Bi£o, 170,0-),

where, as before, (4.7) and (4.8) hold. The rest of the reasoning goes as before up to

the point where we want to prove that the diagonal elements of R„ are negative. This

time, by dissipation, we have for small a,

A(F(£)) = ckiiD + (r"-X-i + °*~'R» + oia"-1)) ^  -caZ

Setting e = <j"~\ we notice that o-*"2 = e'""21 /("~1) and since (p - 2)/(p - 1) > \,

the assumptions of Lemma 2.5 are satisfied so that the eigenvalues of F(£) are of the

form

iadj + alí~lr^-i,¡¡ + o*r».H + oia")        as a —> 0.

Since r^uj are purely imaginary, we obtain as before that r„M are negative. This

completes the proof.

Remark. Our main result, Theorem 1.3, admits a generalization to implicit schemes.

In that case, the inequality (1.7) which is the conclusion in Theorem 4.1 can be

proved only for small values of 77, h| g e, say, and the choice of hs in (3.11) can

only be made when hs g e. The exponent in the estimate (1.8), therefore, has to be

replaced by -en min [8TtnT-1\ 8t\ (cf. [13]).
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